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TEAM LEADER / SUPERVISOR MANAGER COURSE CONTENT

SUPERVISE OPERATIONS AND PROJECTS WHILST
MANAGING AND DEVELOPING A TEAM

To develop fully rounded Team Leaders we
cannot focus on knowledge alone. They will
need to be able to use the information they
learn to develop skills and behaviours ena-
bling them to be highly effective.

Our Trainers are experienced Managers who
will train the knowledge and support Team
Leaders to use this in their roles. Each module
supports the knowledge skills and behaviours
to be effective in the subject area. They fall
under three  main strands but can be deliv-
ered in different order.

Team Leaders are often promoted into their role because
they were effective in a previous non-management role.
This course supports this move giving Team Leaders the
knowledge and skills to become effective managers.  Even
if the individual has been in the role for some time the
course will develop additional skills to develop their team
and understand management responsibilities giving them
the confidence to tackle increased responsibility.

Team Leaders will typically provide direction, instructions
and guidance to ensure the achievement of set goals.  They
are likely to be supporting, managing and and developing
team members.  In addition responsibilities may include
managing projects, planning and monitoring workloads and
resources, delivering operational plans, resolving problems
and building relationships

They will learn new ideas, theories and methods as well as
consolidating existing knowledge and experience. Having
this knowledge and with the support of their Trainer they
will have the confidence to put new knowledge into
practice within their role. They will understand how to
research and plan effectively, deliver on projects and on-
going operations, and be able to assess their own and their
team’s performance for continuous improvement.

Team Leaders will be stretched to achieve more within
their role, build confidence and have the tools to address
areas they feel are weaker.

This course will enable Team Leaders to be highly effective
not just during the course but will give a solid basis for
future development whether this is further courses or
focused CPD .
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PART A INTERPERSONAL EXCELLENCE - MANAGING PEOPLE AND
DEVELOPING RELATIONSHIPS
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Leading People

Be able to lead people,
communicate and develop others

Managing People

Management models, HR, legal,
goal setting, performance

Building Relationships

Relationship and  conflict
management

Communication

Different forms of communication
and how to use them effectively

● Understand different leadership styles

● Understand the role coaching plays in the workplace

● Understand the importance of organisational culture

● Understand equality, diversity and inclusion

● Communicate organisational strategy and team purpose

● Use coaching to support the development of others

● Be a role model

● Manage change effectively

● People and team management models

● HR procedures and legal requirements

● Performance management for individuals

● Approaches to customer / stakeholder relationship management

● Cross team working

● Importance of emotional intelligence

● Importance of conflict management

● Forms of communication and how to use them

● How to chair a meeting

● How to manage challenging conversations

● Build an effective team

● Set, monitor and provide feedback on operational objectives for a
team

● Set, monitor and provide feedback on personal goals for team
members

● Build trust across a team

● Negotiate and influence

● Manage conflict

● Provide feedback to the team

● Communicate effectively

● Chair a meeting, present information

● Actively listen

KNOWLEDGE SKILLSMODULES



PART B ORGANISATIONAL PERFORMANCE – DELIVERING RESULTS
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Operational Management

Manage resources to achieve
objectives

 Project Management

Roles, risks  and resources

Finance

Monitor budgets to control costs

● Understand how organisational strategy is developed

● How to implement operational plans with resources available

● Know how to manage change within a team

● Translate an operational plan into actions

● Organise and allocate work

● Be able to adapt to change

● Understand the project lifecycle and roles within a project

● How to deliver a project and manage resources

● How to manage project risks and issues

● Understand finance related governance and compliance

● How to deliver value for money

● How to set and monitor budget

● Build an effective team

● Set, monitor and give feedback on objectives for a team

● Set, monitor and provide feedback on personal goals for team
members

● Apply organisational governance and compliance requirements to
ensure effective budget controls

● Be able to create accurate financial updates

PART C PERSONAL EFFECTIVENESS - MANAGING SELF
Awareness of Self

Understand unconscious bias and
learning styles

Management of Self

Time management, prioritising and
planning

● How to be self aware, inclusivity and unconscious bias

● Learning styles and feedback mechanisms

● Seek feedback and make improvements

● Reflect on own performance

● Approaches to personal development

● Management tools and techniques

● Create a personal development plan and CPD log

● Use time management techniques

● Problem solving techniques

● Decision making techniques

● Use problem solving techniques to inform decision making

● Escalate issues when required

Decision Making

Problem solving,  and analysing

KNOWLEDGE SKILLSMODULES



TEAM LEADER / SUPERVISOR MANAGER INDUCTION

COURSE DESIGN AND TRAINING SCHEDULE Induction is thorough so the learner and other
interested parties e.g., Line Manager and Mentor
can fully understand what is expected how it is
going to work and that the learner is in control of
their own learning but will feel fully supported.

An in-depth personal development plan is creat-
ed and is a live document which is updated
throughout the Apprenticeship.

The plan will include discussions in regard to how
the learner will cover all elements of the pro-
gramme

When setting up the programme with the employer we will scope
out the different options available, such as if a number of
managers would like to get together monthly for: face to face
group work or online live teaching using video conference.
Alternatively training can be done individually one to one.  We
find the most popular route is a mixture of group and one to one
where possible

If group sessions are chosen these will be supplemented by
individual sessions between the group work to ensure each
learner is keeping up with the knowledge requirements and is
able to put the performance elements in.  In addition, if a learner
has not undertaken any qualifications for some time they also
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For Maths and English where required we will use
a range of training methods including For Skills.
For Skills is an online initial assessment, diagnostic
and resource software.

Learners can work through an individual
programme designed around their learning
requirements. This is supported by the Trainer who
will monitor progress and deliver sessions as
required in addition or support to the For Skills
resource.  Functional Skills tests will be undertaken
at the learner’s workplace.

FUNCTIONAL SKILLS

may need extra guidance on how to do assignments, case
studies, projects and reflections etc.
f a learner has additional learning needs, we can apply for extra
funding (does not come from the levy) to enable us to put in
additional one to one support for as long as they need it. Once
we are with individual learners we have a range of options that
can be agreed to use, to best support that individual.

The design and order of sessions can alter depending on the
group / individual and the organisation / department aims.  For
example, the organisation may want to make budgets a priority
so we would make this one of the first modules we deliver.
Which makes the course more interesting and relevant which
keeps learners engaged and helps them in their roles.



End Point Assessment

Involving a range of
assessment tools:

●  Test of knowledge using scenarios
with questions

●  Competency-based interview

● Assessment of portfolio of
evidence

● Professional discussion relating to
CPD activity
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On-Programme Assessment

● Regular assessment (involving
employer and training provider)

●  Development of a portfolio
demonstrating learning and
development activities with
their application in the
workplace.

● Evidence of 360-degree
feedback within the ongoing
development portfolio.

END POINT ASSESSMENT

Gateway to
End Point
Assessment:

A meeting at which the
Employer and Training
Provider agree the apprentice
meets the requirements
of the Standard

Successful individuals gain:

● An industry designed apprenticeship

● Valuable skills that creates the
managers businesses need

● Option for professional registration
with relevant professional body

Synoptic End Point Assessment

The End Point Assessment will test the entire Standard, and be undertaken as follows:




